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Conference event program
2021 She Leads Conference  

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COUNTRY
We would like to begin by acknowledging the traditional
owners and custodians of the land on which we gather
today, the Ngunnawal people and pay our respects to their
Elders, past, present and future, as well as acknowledge any
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people .
We also extend our respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander women who for thousands of years have preserved
the culture and practices of their communities on country.
This land was never surrendered, and we acknowledge that
it always was and will continue to always be Aboriginal land.
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WIFI
Network: ANU_Secure
Guest Username: SheLeadsConf
Guest password: Power2021
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OUR PROGRam: friday 23 july
TIME

ACTIVITY

ROOM

8:00 – 9:00

Arrivals

Foyer

Welcome to Country

Manning
Clark Hall

Opening remarks

Manning
Clark Hall

Still I Rise: the power of self-belief with Dr Mehreen Faruqi
Dr Mehreen Faruqi, the Greens’ senator for New South Wales, will speak of her
experience in becoming the first Muslim woman to sit in an Australian parliament,
and her journey to becoming a senator. She will reflect on the challenges and
barriers, both personal and professional, she had to overcome in her political
career and her advocacy against racism and misogyny.

Manning
Clark Hall

Morning tea

Foyer

9:00 – 9:10
9:10 – 9:30
9:30 - 10:10
Keynote- virtual

10:10 - 10:45
10:45 - 11:25
Keynote

11:25- 12:25
Panel sessions

Is it me you’re looking at, or is it my stereotype? Understanding and combatting
unconscious and conscious bias
Former Australian Federal Police Superintendent Cath Grassick has worked in
Manning
a range of heavily male-dominated roles including counter terrorism, bomb
Clark Hall
response, maritime, negotiation, search and rescue and canine operations. She will
speak of the stereotypes and biases she faced throughout her career, especially
as a leader, and how she navigated these to achieve success.
Breaking up the boys’ club: finding individual power within male-dominated spaces
Whether it’s a male-dominated industry, board room, sporting arena, or even a
social circle, there are spaces in our lives that are still created for, and dominated by,
men. Panellists will explore the gendered expectations, challenges and perceptions
that women still face when entering these industries and offer solutions and
opportunities for women in overcoming these barriers to develop their power in these Cinema
spaces.
Featuring: Karen Middleton (Facilitator), Jo Farrell, Marissa McDowell, Olivia Thornto,
Zakia Patel
Standing in the way of control: letting go of problems and things out of your
control to create healthier outcomes
As a leader, there are times where ‘letting it go’ is the difference between achieving
a goal or not. It’s also essential for leaders in changing environments. But how
Manning
exactly is it done? This panel will explore exactly that: how we let go of things that
Clark Hall
are outside of our control for better outcomes.
Featuring: Nipuni Wijewickrema (Facilitator), Celeste Trione aka Mae Q Sqwheel,
Nicole Short, Sally Gibson, Dixie Crawford
Tipping the scale: redressing power imbalances
Power! When it’s equitable, it’s a glorious thing, but what happens when power is
unbalanced? How do we start to shift it to a more equitable space, so everyone’s
stories and experiences are heard? Panellists will discuss the tangible actions we
T2
can all start taking to tip power imbalances through small shifts in our thinking and
actions.
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Featuring: Misha Schubert (Facilitator), Caroline McDonald, Christina Ryan, Joanne
Fenton
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TIME

ACTIVITY

ROOM

12:25 - 1:25

Lunch

Foyer

Power Play - VIP only
Our VIP guests will join leaders from the Canberra community who are leading in a
wide variety of fields. In this speed networking and mentoring style session, you will
be broken up into small groups and paired with an expert in a relevant field, allowing
you to add contacts to your little black book over a catered lunch.

Drama
theatre

Featuring: Caroline McDonald, Holly Komorowski, Leanne Castley, Paula Goodwin,
Frances Crimmins
1:25 - 2:15
Keynote - virtual

Let Her Speak: paving the way for the next generation with Nina Funnell
Nina Funnell is a Walkley award winning journalist, author, and sexual assault
survivor advocate/campaigner. In 2018, Nina created the #LetHerSpeak campaign
after learning of sexual assault victim gag-laws which prohibited rape survivors
in Tasmania and the Northern Territory from self-identifying in media, including
Australian of the Year Grace Tame. Since starting the campaign, Nina has achieved
four law reforms across three jurisdictions. Nina will talk about the power in how
making space and amplifying the lived experiences and stories of others can create
change.

Manning
Clark Hall

Content warning: Sexual assault, domestic violence
2:15 - 3.15
Seminars

Navigating difficult conversations
Having difficult conversations is, well... difficult, but they are an unavoidable part of
any leadership position. This seminar will give you strategies that you can implement
in your day-to-day life to make having these conversations more bearable,
productive and efficient, so that everyone involved is heard.

Cinema

Presented by: Nadia Pessarossi, Associate Partner; Chief Operating Officer at Rubik3
How to communicate effectively for productive outcomes
Communication is the cornerstone of leadership and the foundation of a highfunctioning and productive team. In this seminar, you will learn techniques in effective
Manning
communication that you can take back to your workplace to help you and your
Clark Hall
team’s productivity.
Presented by: Llewella Jago, Co-Founder / Head of Creative at Rowdy
Leading inclusively and authentically with self-reflection and purpose
What is inclusive leadership, and what does it really mean to lead authentically?
This seminar will explore the importance of self-reflection, and will help you identify
strategies that you can use to build an inclusive and purposeful environment for
yourself and your team.

T2

Presented by: Frances Crimmins, CEO of YWCA Canberra
3:15 - 3:50
3:50 - 4:35
Keynote - virtual

4.35 - 5:00
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Afternoon tea
Don’t mind the gap… Destroy it! Disrupting governing power when there are stories
and voices missing with Amy Thunig
Gamilaroi woman, writer and academic Amy Thunig will deep dive into why
disrupting and questioning our governing powers isn’t a bad thing and how it is, at
times, necessary to ensure better and more equitable outcomes for all.
Closing remarks
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Manning
Clark Hall

Manning
Clark Hall

SPEAKER PROFILES

Chris Ryan is a journalist, a mum and now one of
the most exciting new voices on the Australian
comedy scene. In 2019, Chris won Best Newcomer
at the Sydney Comedy Festival, and in 2021
received a Best Newcomer Nomination at the
Melbourne International Comedy Festival.

Dr Mehreen Faruqi is the Greens Senator for
NSW and Spokesperson for education, antiracism, animal welfare, housing, international
aid and industry. She is a civil and environmental
engineer and a life-long activist for social and
environmental justice.

Her laconic take on everything from romance to
passive aggressive co-workers earned Chris spots
in Galas at the Sydney Comedy Festival (2019
& 2021), Canberra Comedy Festival (2013, 2017),
Floriade Nightfest (2018, 2021) and TEDx Canberra
(2018). After feature spots in the 2021 Melbourne
International Comedy Festival Up Front Women’s
Gala, the Audible Presents Live event, Chris was
invited to tour with Melbourne International
Comedy Festival Roadshow across South-West
Western Australia, New South Wales, Tasmania,
the ACT and Victoria.

In 2013, Dr Mehreen became the first Muslim
woman to sit in any Australian parliament when
she joined the NSW Parliament. Since joining the
federal senate in August 2018, Mehreen has been
an outspoken advocate for public education,
anti-racism and feminism.

After co-hosting a breakfast show on Canberra’s
2XXFM for two years, Chris is a regular guest on
ABC Radio Canberra and appears on ABC Radio
Sydney’s Thank God It’s Friday with Richard Glover.
2021, Chris debuted her hour solo Big Hair, Big
Dreams Big at the Melbourne International
Comedy Festival where she was nominated Best
Newcomer. She sold out her runs of the show at
the Perth and Sydney Comedy Festivals and will
film her debut special later this year in Canberra.
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Before entering politics, Dr Faruqi worked as a civil
and environmental engineer in local government
and the private sector, and as an academic. She
directed the Institute of Environmental Studies
at UNSW and was an Associate Professor at the
Australian Graduate School of Management.
In 2021, Mehreen released her first book ‘Too
Migrant, Too Muslim, Too Loud’, a memoir detailing
her experience becoming the first Muslim women
in the Australian Parliament.

Cath Grassick was a police officer for the Australian
Federal Police for 36 years, reaching the rank of
Superintendent. She worked in a variety of roles
from community policing in the ACT to specialist
policing in areas of internal investigations,
intelligence , bomb response, maritime, negotiation,
search and rescue and canine operations, as well
as specialist corporate disciples related to human
resources, learning and development and security
operations.
Cath was the youngest Sergeant when promoted
in 1989 at 23 years old. She was instrumental in the
development of the AFP’s first distance learning
package, countless new recruitment policies and
initiatives and implementation of the first drug
testing program for law enforcement in the late
1990’s. After being promoted to Superintendent
in 2001, she was tasked with the largest AFP
recruitment program recruiting 520 new police.
Most recently Cath oversighted the development
of new canine capabilities in technology detection
which is a first for law enforcement in the southern
hemisphere.
An integral member of the AFP’s Gay and Lesbian
Liaison Officer (GLLO) Network since 2010, Cath has
actively worked in the diversity space throughout
her career culminating in the awarding of the
Australian Workplace Equality Index (AWEI) Out
Role Model in 2020 for work, knowledge and
positive leadership and commitment to inclusion in
the workplace.
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Nina Funnell is a Walkley award-winning
journalist, author, and sexual assault survivor
advocate/campaigner. In 2018, Nina created the
#LetHerSpeak campaign after learning of sexual
assault victim gag-laws which prohibited rape
survivors in Tasmania and the Northern Territory
from self-identifying in media.
Since then, Nina has published over 120 articles
on victim gag-laws and has raised in excess of
$100,000 to fund the legal work of the 17 survivors
featured in the campaign.
In 2020 the #LetHerSpeak/#LetUsSpeak campaign
achieved four law reforms across three jurisdictions.
That year, Nina was also awarded the Walkley
Award for Public Service Journalism, the Our
Watch Walkley Award, a Kennedy Award and an
MEAA Northern Territory Media Award for her own
reporting on victim gag-laws. Nina has previously
served on the NSW Premier’s Council on Preventing
Violence Against Women, the board of the NSW
Rape Crisis Centre, and the board of the National
Children’s & Youth Law Centre.

Amy Thunig is an academic in the School of
Education at Macquarie University, where she
is also completing a PhD in education with
a focus on Sovereign Indigenous women in
academia. A Gomeroi/Gamilaroi/Kamilaroi
woman, Amy began her journey into formal
education as a Primary School teacher,
attaining a Masters Degree in Teaching before
moving into her academic role.
In 2019 Amy was invited to give her TEDx
talk ‘Disruption is not a dirty word’ and
was named ‘Emerging Leader in the Public
Sector’ at the Women’s Agenda Leadership
Awards. In 2020 Amy signed her first book
deal for her forthcoming collection of personal
essays titled ‘Tell Me Again’ with University
of Queensland Press (UQP) and launched
her podcast ‘Blacademia: yarns with First
Nations/Indigenous academics’. A freelance
media writer and panellist, Amy regularly
appears on television programs such as ABC’s
The Drum, and writes for publications such
as Buzzfeed, Sydney Book Review, IndigenousX,
The Guardian, Junkee, Women’s Agenda and
more.
A mother and active community member, Amy
resides on the unceded Awabakal land.
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Karen Middleton has covered national and
international affairs as a political journalist for
more than 30 years. The author of two books,
Karen is the Chief Political Correspondent
for Schwartz Media’s The Saturday Paper, a
regular contributor to ABC radio, ABC TV’s
Insiders and Ten Network’s The Project.
She is also a correspondent for Radio New
Zealand, Monocle24 radio London and
Turkey’s international television network TRT
World. Karen spent a decade as political
correspondent for SBS Television and
undertook three military embeds as a war
correspondent in Afghanistan.
A former president of the Federal
Parliamentary Press Gallery and a Churchill
fellow, Karen holds an honorary doctorate from
the University of Canberra.

Jo Farrell is passionate about women’s
representation in construction. Through her
extensive history working in the civil, residential,
and commercial building sectors, Jo now
leads as the General Manager for Kane
Constructions in the ACT.
Since joining Kane Constructions, Jo has
increased the branch’s gender equity from
6 per cent in February 2020 to 42 per cent
in October 2020. Her role largely focuses
on working with government, peak industry
bodies, unions, training organisations and
progressive building contractors to engage,
recruit, train and employ women in all trade
roles.
Jo’s personal mission is to create
pathways and opportunities for women
of all backgrounds to pursue a career in
construction. In 2020, Jo founded the Not-ForProfit, Build Like A Girl, to help empower women
and young girls to succeed and thrive in the
construction industry.
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Marissa McDowell is a proud Wiradjuri woman,
filmmaker, writer, artist and facilitator. She is the
Commissioning Editor for NITV and SBS and is
the Creative producer for Black & White Films.
Marissa has worked closely with Indigenous
communities telling their stories through multimedia platforms across Australia and has
produced a number of documentaries for SBS,
NITV and ABC news.
Her poetry has been published in a number
of popular publications such as the literary
journal Ora Nui and Overland’s Emerging Poet
Series, and is a featured contributor for A
Pocketful of Leadership and Too Deadly Our
Voices Our Way Our Business.
In 2018, Marissa received her Master of Arts
Screen Business and Leadership at AFTRS
and is currently undertaking her Graduate
Certificate in Wiradjuri Language, Culture and
Heritage at Charles Sturt University.

Olivia Thornton was raised on a citrus
and stone fruit farm at the foot of the Blue
Mountains. From an early age, she developed
a genuine passion for all sports, particularly
cricket, and sampled most throughout her
youth. Sport has had a significant impact
on Olivia, both personally and professionally.
She believes that the positive power of sport
brings people together and promotes a more
inclusive, diverse and peaceful society through
its universal values and principles.
Throughout her life, Olivia has worked across
a number of different sectors including
education, local government, state and
national sporting organisations and agencies.
Olivia actively sets out to create high
performing cultures whereby staff/players/
students feel empowered, trusted and
supported to achieve their goals. In February
2021, Olivia was appointed the first female
CEO of Cricket ACT in its 99-year history, an
achievement she is incredibly proud of.
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Zakia Patel is a community leader with
a passion for using her skills to support
marginalised communities, with a particular
passion for young people. She is the Managing
Director of the Multicultural Hub Canberra,
with responsibility for Multicultural Centres in
Canberra, Queanbeyan, Goulburn, Bega and
Cooma.
Zakia has over a decade of experience
working in the community sector, and has
previously held senior positions with YMCA
Canberra and Queanbeyan-Palerang
Regional Council. She holds a Bachelor of
Law/Economics.
In addition to her professional work in the
community, Zakia has been a volunteer with
the NSW State Emergency Service (SES) for
over 12 years and is the Unit Commander for
the Queanbeyan SES Unit. Zakia has had
the opportunity to participate (and provide
leadership to the 100 or so volunteers in
the Queanbeyan Unit) in many local and
interstate operations and is passionate
about encouraging and empowering migrant
women to volunteer in a predominately maledominated industry.

Nipuni (Nip) Wijewickrema is a passionate
and driven young woman, trying to change
the world one flower at a time. At the age of
20, Nip realised there was a lack of meaningful
employment opportunities for people with
special needs, specifically her sister Gayana
who has Down syndrome. Unable to sit back
and let Gayana live a life without purpose, Nip
and her family established Canberra’s most
loved floral business: GG’s Flowers.
Starting in the bathroom and moving to the
garden shed, GG’s Flowers has now grown into
a successful and established business that
is empowering and employing people with
special needs from all walks of life and has
delivered beautiful bouquets to thousands of
Canberrans.
Nip believes that all people with special needs
are capable of leading fulfilling and engaging
lives and this can be achieved through
meaningful employment. Nip understands that
combined with a little bit of love, compassion
and patience, her social enterprise has the
power to change lives. In 2016, Nip was named
the ACT Young Australian of the Year.
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Celeste Trione aka Mae Q Sqwheel, is the
President of Canberra Roller Derby League
and an Executive in the Australian Public
Service. With over 15 years of experience
in the APS, Celeste has worked in central
and line agencies in areas including
executive government support, strategic
policy and governance. Currently, Celeste
works in a reform taskforce, supporting a
Commonwealth/State funding agreement
negotiation.
Celeste has a passion for volunteering in
community sport, recognising that sustained
effort, deliberate planning and accountability
are required to ensure these organisations
perform at their best. She is committed to
supporting the personal and leadership
development of women in sport.
In her 10th season with Canberra Roller
Derby League, Celeste has performed
various leadership roles. She has also been
involved with the Gungahlin Jets for over a
decade, supporting her family’s involvement in
community-level AFL.

Nicole Short is a place management,
marketing and hospitality professional with
twenty years of experience. Working in
national and international marketplaces, she
has a proven track record in achieving key
business objectives, opening new and relaunching businesses, meeting sales targets
and streamlining operations for start-up teams
and clients. Nicole’s career highlights include
being part of the core opening team for MGM
Resorts International - ARIA Resort & Casino at
CityCentre ($12bn USD), co-owning Monocre
Advertising and Design, securing record
levels of corporate sponsorship for the Stage
1 re-development of the National Gallery of
Australia, managing a buy-sell and brand
conversion of Hotel Hotel to Ovolo Nishi and
most recently, in her employment by Wiltshire
+ Dimas, opening and managing the Kambri
Precinct at ANU.
Nicole is passionate about supporting the
Canberra community, having served on
the Canberra Convention Bureau Board,
volunteering for ten years at Karinya House for
Mother’s and Babies, and most recently being
part of the City Renewal Authority Marketing
and Engagement Committee.
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Sally Gibson entered the ACT Government
in 2001 from managing a community based
domestic violence homelessness service,
Doris Women’s Refuge. Through the 10 years
working there, Sally contributed in making the
organisation fit for purpose. In 20 years in the
public service, she has developed housing
policy and managed homelessness, disability
and community housing funding programs
before establishing the ACT’s first community
housing regulatory system in 2008. Since that
experience she has developed systems and
frameworks for responsive regulation in the
areas of care and protection, disability and
the reduction and elimination of restrictive
practices.
When she is not at work, Sally has volunteered
as President, both club and zone level,
instructor and is currently Senior Instructor
at her Pony Club, part of the Pony Club
Association of New South Wales, a youth
organisation that raises awareness of
sportsmanship, fosters care for horses and
develops citizenship among young people.

Dixie Crawford is a Barkindji woman from
the Darling River, she was born in Broken Hill
and raised in Brewarrina. Dixie leads Source
Nation with 13 years of experience in the NSW
Public Services, working cross Government
and closely with Corporate and not-for-profit
organisations in clinical and non-clinical
health care, child protection and research and
evaluation.
Dixie has a Bachelor of Health Science (Mental
Health), Advanced Diploma in Leadership
and Management, Certificate IV in Aboriginal
Family Health and Statement of Attainment
for the Advanced Diploma for Aboriginal
Specialist Trauma Counselling.
Dixie is an Indigenous thought leader and a
certified organisational coach and has held
various senior leadership and management
roles while leading and implementing various
projects from construction, human resources,
community engagement and consultation,
strategic planning and research and
evaluation.
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Misha Schubert is CEO of Science &
Technology Australia, the peak body
representing around 88,000 scientists and
technologists. She is also a visiting fellow
at the Australian National Centre for the
Public Awareness of Science at ANU and a
Vice-President of the National Press Club of
Australia.
Her career has combined deep expertise in
public policy and policy advocacy, executive
leadership, Government relations, member and
stakeholder engagement, communications,
journalism – and great storytelling. Misha
has worked for major media outlets including
The Australian, The Age, the Sunday Age,
and the ABC. She also held senior executive
leadership roles at Universities Australia and in
the movement for constitutional recognition of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
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Christina Ryan is the CEO and Founder of
the Disability Leadership Institute (DLI). She
has been an active leader in the Australian
disability community for over 20 years, working
at an international, national and local level to
change the diversity agenda, while mentoring
and supporting numerous people with
disabilities to their own leadership success.

Joanne Fenton is the Manager Business
Growth QLD/NSW/ACT with HESTA – the
industry super fund dedicated to those
working in the health and community services
sector. Joanne has held various positions
within the financial services sector, in particular
superannuation over her career spanning 30
years.

Christina pioneered the use of mainstream
forums by women with disabilities at the
United Nations, and now mentors and teaches
effective use of the UN for rights activists
globally, while working as a leadership coach
for people with disabilities. After 20 years
working in community sector management,
Christina realised that the levels of violence
and marginalisation experienced by people
with disabilities were the direct outcome of
inequality, and that to address this we need
a growth in disability leadership right across
the public domain. So, Christina established
the Disability Leadership Institute in 2016 as
a professional hub for leaders with disabilities
to build & support our disability leaders. It is
the first organisation of its kind globally, run
by and for disability leaders. The DLI aims to
grow the presence and recognition of disability
leaders across all sections of our community.
Christina is also a regular keynote speaker and
commentator.

Joanne and the HESTA business relationship
team are responsible for engaging with
stakeholders across the sector to grow
awareness of HESTA and their advocacy work.
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HESTA advocates across a range of issues
impacting its more than 880,000 members, 80
per cent of who are women. We speak up for
others. We stand alongside our partners and
members, advocating for a super system that
better caters for people working in health and
community services.

Megan Fechner is co-founder and Principal
of Astryx, a Canberra based consulting firm
specialising in procurement and commercial
services. Megan leads a predominately female
team to disrupt the tradition consulting
image in Canberra. Megan will talk to her
experience within the Australian Government,
multinational and local firms, as well as in
establishing a consulting practice.

Nadia Pessarossi has over twenty years’
experience in business management in various
positions with a strong focus in running of
day to day, business development, PR and
marketing in the private, public and notfor-profit sector. Nadia has held a number
of professional positions, including head
of product development and retail at the
Australian War Memorial (AWM), CEO of
the Tara Costigan Foundation and now an
associate partner as COO and Brand Director
at Rubik3.
Her capacity to lead, motivate and develop
a team is demonstrated in her employment
record which exemplifies excellent people
management, business acumen, strong
relationships with both internal and external
stakeholders, adaptability, tenacity, passion,
an exceptional work ethic and strong
leadership. Nadia has a proven track record
that demonstrates her strong personal drive
and ability to work strategically in a highpressure environment.
Nadia’s expertise is project management
and people leadership. She has a passion for
PR and Marketing and uses these skills within
Rubik and for her clients.
She lives by the motto ‘use your powers for
good’ and with core values such as honesty,
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Llewella Jago has had an extensive career in
marketing, communications and media for private
enterprise and government. Llewella returned to
Australia several years ago from senior marketing
positions with the Guardian Media Group in the
UK and Southern Cross Austereo in Asia to work in
federal government.
During Llewella’s time in federal government
she was a senior communications adviser for a
Coordinator General, Chief of Staff for the Hon
Alan Tudge MP, led a $200 million program to
partner with the largest companies in Australia, led
communications for the Referendum Council and
refocused stakeholder engagement for the Office
for Women.

Frances Crimmins is the Chief Executive Officer
of YWCA Canberra and has a passion to see
women achieve their potential and shape their
communities. Having started her career in hotel
management, she soon developed strong
leadership and management skills which saw
her take on senior human resources roles in the
health sector. Frances’ natural drive and pursuit
of excellence resulted in her former employer
gaining accreditation as an Employer of Choice
for Women, and ACT Employer of the Year for
Apprenticeships & Traineeships.
Frances has been the CEO of YWCA Canberra
since 2013. She has led YWCA Canberra through
significant change processes in integrated services
delivery, corporate service review and evaluation
frameworks. In response to identified community
need, including during the COVID-19 crisis, Frances
has spearheaded a range of new programs in
the areas of addressing domestic and family
violence and women’s homelessness, as well as
empowering women to take authentic leadership
journeys.
Frances is the Chair of the ACT Council of Social
Services, and volunteers on a variety of other
boards and committees including: National Older
Women’s Housing and Homelessness Working
Group and Homelessness Australia. Frances is a
former Board Director of WESNET, former Chair of
the ACT Ministerial Advisory Committee for Women,
former Co-Chair of Anti-Poverty Week in the ACT
and former Board Director of No Sweat Fashion.
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Holly Komorowski has been connecting people
and property and helping them get settled for
over ten years. She is a mother of six children
and a former school teacher who has lived
in Canberra her entire life. Holly is a highly
organised, energetic, motivated and positive
person who loves real estate. Her appreciation
of the human element of real estate, the stories
and personal narratives, inspired her to create
her own real estate business, Home by Holly.

Paula Goodwin has held a number of First
Assistant Secretary roles, including Chief
Operating Officer and First Assistant Secretary
in the Department of the Environment and
Energy. She is currently the Group Executive
of Enterprise Services with the Bureau of
Meteorology.
Her passion is organisational transformation
and supporting organisations to deliver for their
customers and the community—particularly from
a people and culture perspective.
Paula has worked across a range of Policy and
Human Resource functions both in the public
and the private sector. She is a member of
the AHRI ACT Council and a Fellow Certified
Practitioner Human Resources.
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Leanne Castley is a proud single mum-oftwo, country music singer and lover of cars,
motorbikes and engines.
Leanne’s passions are small business and
working hard for the people in her electorate
of Yerrabi, so the fast-growing area continues
to be a great place to live and raise a family.
Politics was never on Leanne’s radar but she
was encouraged to contest the October 2020
ACT election and was thrilled and humbled
to be elected. “The chick from Charny” and a
battler; that’s how Leanne described herself in
her first speech on 3 December 2020, adding
that she wanted to show that politics can be
for hard-working, ordinary family battlers like
herself.
Leanne has worked as an office cleaner,
Tupperware lady, stocking vending machines,
singing teacher, tuck shop lady, mechanics’
trade assistant, running a beauty parlour from
her spare bedroom, owner and manager of
caryards and roles at the AFP and Defence,
using her Diploma in Project Management, and
has recorded her own country music album.
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Caroline McDonald is a co-founder and
Principal of Astryx, a Canberra based
consulting firm specialising in procurement
and commercial services. Drawing on her legal
background, Caroline enjoys working with
her clients to develop tailored commercial
solutions to address multi-faceted problems.
Caroline leans into an alternative and
disruptive approach to shake up the status
quo.

FIND THE HIDDEN QUOTE
Hidden throughout this
program booklet is a bunch
of words, which, when put
together, create a feminist
quote.
Make sure to keep your eye
peeled if you want to uncover
the quote!
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dO YOU HAVE A QUESTION for our
keynote speakers?

www.slido.com
Dr Mehreen Faruqi
Green’s Senator for NSW, Spokesperson,
Civil and Environmental Engineer
Still I Rise: the power of self-belief
Slido code: #732562

Cath Grassick
Former AFP Superintendent
Is it me you’re looking at, or is it my
stereotype? Understanding and combatting
unconscious and conscious bias
Slido code: #924383
Nina Funnell
Journalist, Writer, sexual assault survivor
campaigner and activist
Let Her Speak: paving the way for the
next generation
Slido code: #326116
Amy Thunig
Don’t mind the gap... Destroy it!
Disrupting governing power when there
are stories and voices missing
Slido code: #878010
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Sign up to become
a member today!
Today we are offering attendees
a special annual membership rate
of $5.
Offer is only valid for today!
Ask a YWCA Canberra
crew member how you can sign
up.
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FEMINISM

“In the future, there
will be no female
leaders. There will
just be leaders.”
-Sheryl Sandberg
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rubik3.com.au
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IS

RUBIK3 - She Leads pRINCIPAL partner
Rubik3 are a leading professional
services company, who work with their
clients in a collaborative approach to
achieve sustainable outcomes.
As the Principal Partner of the She
Leads Conference, Rubik3 play a major
role in supporting YWCA Canberra to
offer accessible and inclusive women’s
leadership events to hundreds of
women across the ACT.
Gender equality and women’s
leadership are core values that Rubik3
share with YWCA Canberra, and this
is evidenced in their own leadership
team, which is led by Nadia Pessarossi,
Chief Operating Officer and Acting
CEO.
For Nadia, inclusive leadership means
celebrating the individual strengths of
each team member, and empowering
them to contribute meaningfully to the
shared goals of the organisation.
Rubik3 is inspired by the work of YWCA
Canberra as they are true leaders in
the community; specifically, through the
She Leads initiative.
“I have always believed that women
and men should be equal. It is as I
mature and continue my leadership
journey that I know through Rubik3
and partnering with She Leads we can
continue to make a difference, to inspire
the future female leaders and although
we know we have some way to go;
continue to strive for gender equality.
I know, and take seriously that as a
female leader with 25 years’ experience
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that I can mentor and support the
future female leaders.
Rubik’s’ strong community message of
‘Girls can too’ – inspires and motivates
the future of sport, leadership, business
and politics.
Rubik is so proud to partner with She
Leads, and we look forward to the 2021
Conference!”
As Nadia will share in her Seminar
session at the Conference, sometimes
being a leader does mean having to
navigate difficult conversations.
“No one likes difficult conversations;
however, to be a true authentic leader
it is a skill that needs to be mastered
for true success of a person’s individual
professional development and for your
organisation.”
“I am looking forward to sharing
examples of my lived experience from
my leadership journey, to an open
conversation with the audience.”
“Let’s talk about how these
conversations look, how they can go
very wrong and what you need to take
on board to turn a difficult conversation
into a professional positive conversation
with outcomes and goals. Not tears
and tantrums.”

hesta.com.au
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HESTA - She Leads Champion
Hesta has been a partner of the She Leads program throughout
its seven year history, and their support has been crucial to
growing the Conference to the point where it can reach hundreds
of attendees annually.
As a values-led superannuation fund, Hesta care about gender
equality, something that is demonstrated by their mission to
create a brighter future for women, and all Australians.
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Did you know?
Organisations with
balanced representation
of women in executive
leadership roles have
pay gaps half the size
of those with the least
representation of women in
leadership.
- 2016 and 2017 research by the Bankwest
Curtin Economics Centre (BCEC) and the
Workplace Gender Equality Agency (WGEA)
and the Workplace Gender Equality
Agency (WGEA)
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THE

astryx.com.au
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ASTRYX - She Leads Champion partner
Astryx are a female-led firm, specialising in providing procurement and
commercial advice through all stages of a contract’s life cycle.
Founded and led by Megan Fechner and Caroline McDonald, Astryx is a valuesled company that is committed to supporting our community.
Astryx has partnered with She Leads to support local women in our community.
As a She Leads Champion, Astryx is supporting the leadership journeys of
hundreds of women at the She Leads Conference, as well as generously sharing
their expertise as speakers.
In our VIP Networking session, Caroline will be providing her insights as a mentor to
attendees, about how she navigated growth and leadership in her own career.
She says, “It takes more than one person to succeed, and relying on your network
should not be perceived as a weakness but rather, a core strength.”
Megan is joining the panel on Tipping the scale: redressing power imbalances.
She says, “change starts with you – backing your own skills and abilities to level
the playing field”.
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Did you know?
Profitability, performance
and productivity increase
under female leadership.
Female top-tier managers
add 6.6. per cent to market
value of ASX companies.
- 2020 research by the Bankwest
Curtin Economics Centre (BCEC)
and the Workplace Gender Equality
Agency (WGEA)
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Women's Agenda - She Leads media partner
“Women’s Agenda has supported She Leads as a media partner for
many years and will continue to do so. We see it as a vital program,
sharing the perspectives and expertise of women changemakers who
are tirelessly working to make Australia and the world a better place.
Thank you for all you do.”
- Angela Priestley and Tarla Lambert-Patel, co-founders of Agenda
Media, publisher of Women’s Agenda
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“Each time a women
stands up for herself,
she stands up for all
women.”
-Maya Angelou

RADICAL
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Beyond bank - She leads friend
“Gender equality is good for everyone. It’s proven that having
women in leadership positions drives better performance, greater
productivity and greater profitability.”
– Kenyon Neal, Community Development Manager, Beyond Bank
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kambri.com.au
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Kambri at the ANU - venue partner
Finding the right space to host the She Leads Conference is about
more than just the room. It’s about a space that creates the right
energy for a day of inspiration, empowerment, and disrupting the
mainstream concept of leadership.
Kambri Cultural Centre is the perfect fit, as a space that already hosts
thought leaders in conversations, events and performances as well
as being the heart of learning and culture at the Australian National
University.
When asked why they choose to support the She Leads program,
Nicole Short, Precinct Manager of Kambri said, “The She Leads program
is layered with incredible and diverse leadership content. Working in
partnership with wonderful organisations like the YWCA Canberra
on She Leads is critical for achieving sustainable and transformable
change for women of all ages. Furthermore, it aligns with our ethos of
inclusion, education and opportunity for all. “
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Did you know?
Companies with three or more
women on their executive
committees demonstrate
stronger organisational
direction, coordination and
control, and innovation, and
have more positive, valuesbased work environments.
- McKinsey, 2017
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home by holly - CONFERENCE friend
“It is important to home.byholly to support women’s leadership
as our business is female led and owned. I want all the women
in my business to feel like they are leaders. I do this by fostering
a culture where I embrace team members as my equals, not
as competitors. This collective approach goes against the
normal model fostered by the industry. A mentorship approach
inspires my team to feel as if they are leaders of their own
business, their personal brand, their health and wellbeing, and
within their personal lives. I know that an inclusive and diverse
workplace is integral to the success of my business, this has been
demonstrated by the professional success of all team members
supported by the positive, cooperative and proud culture of
home.byholly.”
– Holly Komorowski
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rowdy - conference friend
It is entirely unremarkable that women are in business. Society
needs women to be in business. At Rowdy it’s vital to support
women to address our underrepresentation in leadership and the
workforce.
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Prinstant - printing partner
“At Prinstant we believe in supporting women’s leadership to
contribute to an equal & fair workplace. Women in Australia have
been under represented in leadership roles and we look to a
future of gender equality and better opportunities for women.”
-John Kocanov
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NOTION

Woolworths at work - CONFERENCE friend
“As a leader, I’m committed to creating healthy organisations.
Women in leadership roles have the power to unlock smart,
creative, strategic perspectives that can enable a business to
thrive in ways they never deemed possible. Studies have proven
that companies that have appointed a female CEO or increased
women in other key leadership positions outperform market value.
So why is supporting women in leadership important - because
healthy organisations know that it just makes good business
sense.”
- Brady Dennett
Head of Marketing, Woolworths at Work
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NOTION

pipeline - CONFERENCE friend
“Leaders don’t set out to be a leader, they set out to make a
difference. It’s never about the role always about the goal.”
- Rachelle Towart
Managing Director of Pipeline Talent
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CLICK HERE TO COMPLETE OUR SURVEY
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“The point is not for
women simply to take
power out of men’s
hands, since that wouldn’t
change anything about
the world. It’s a question
precisely of destroying
that notion of power.””
-Simone de Beauvoir
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Need support?
Some themes discussed throughout today’s Conference may be
triggering to some individuals. If you feel uncomfortable at any
point, please do not hesitate leave the space or to reach out to
one of our friendly Domestic Violence Case managers.
Below we have included a list of mental health, sexual assault
and domestic violence support services, should you need
assistance anytime after the event.

ACT Sexual assault support
services:
YWCA Canberra
Ph: (02) 6185 2000
1800 Respect
Ph: 1800 737 732
Canberra Rape Crisis Centre
Crisis line: (02) 6247 2525
Ph: (02) 6247 8071
Workplace health and safety
authority:
WorkSafe ACT
Ph: 13 22 81
Fair Work Commission
Ph: 1300 799 675
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Mental health resources:
Lifeline
Ph: 13 11 14
BeyondBlue
Ph: 1300 224 636
Headspace
Ph: 1800 650890
Suicide call back service
Ph: 1300 659 467

Our heartfelt thanks to our
partnerS
PRINCIPAL PARTNER

SHE LEADS CHAMPIONS

SHE LEADS FRIENDS

ONLINE
MEDIA PARTNER

VENUE
PARTNER

PRINTING PARTNER

SCHOLARSHIP PARTNERS
Scholarship partners
Personal donation from the

Personal donation from

family of YWCA Canberra Life

YWCA Canberra Life Member

Member the late

Betty Ferguson

Jacq Burridge
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THAT

New Best Friend

Capital Chemist

SHE LEADS PARTICIPATION
POLICY

SUPPORT WOMEN’S
LEADERSHIP

The YWCA Canberra She Leads program
is dedicated to providing safe spaces
for attendees to discuss issues related
to women in leadership. We invite you to
help us make our events is welcoming and
respectful to all delegates.
We do not tolerate harassment of event
attendees, speakers, partners or organisers
in any form.

YWCA Canberra values the financial
support we receive through donations.
As a not-for-profit organisation, we use
our funding carefully to meet the needs of
those we support. Your donation will help us
provide important programs and services to
the Canberra region community.

Harassment includes offensive comments
(in person or online) related to gender,
gender identity and expression, age, sexual
orientation, disability, physical appearance,
body size, race, religion, sexual images
in public spaces, deliberate intimidation,
stalking, following, harassing photography
or recording, sustained disruption of talks
or other events, inappropriate physical
contact, and unwelcome sexual attention.
Partners and speakers are also subject to
the anti-harassment policy. In particular,
partners and speakers should not use
sexualised images, activities, or other
material in their communication regarding
She Leads events.
If any person engages in harassing
behaviour, the event organisers may
take any action they deem appropriate,
including warning the offender or expulsion
from the event with no refund.
If you are being harassed, notice that
someone else is being harassed, or have
any other concerns, please contact an
event crew member immediately. You can
also report harassment to or raise concerns
with the She Leads team at sheleads@
ywca-canberra.org.au.
We thank our attendees for their help in
keeping our events welcoming, respectful,
and friendly for all.
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Our donors gain immense satisfaction
knowing their gifts help shape future
programs and opportunities YWCA
Canberra offers in our community.
You can help make a big difference,
enabling us to:
•

help young people at risk of disengaging
from school to connect with employment
and training opportunities

•

provide housing for women and their
families facing homelessness

•

build social inclusion by connecting
communities

•

provide training and leadership
opportunities for young women.

Donate today at ywca-canberra.org.au

ABOUT US: OUR WORK
YWCA Canberra is a feminist not-for-profit
organisation that has provided community
services and represented women’s issues in
Canberra since 1929.
Through our national Affiliate Association
with YWCA Australia, we are part of the
World YWCA network, which connects over
100 countries across the globe.
We provide essential, quality services for
women, girls and families in the ACT and
surrounding regions. We work in the areas of
children’s services, community development,
homelessness and affordable housing,
domestic and family violence, youth
services, personal and professional training,
women’s leadership and advocacy.
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As a membership-based, non-religious
organisation, we encourage the
participation of people of all cultures,
beliefs and ages in our movement.
Strengthened by diversity, we welcome
members who are committed to recognising
and celebrating the value of every human
being.

Did you know?

WOMEN

Although women are still
underrepresented in leadership
positions, women leaders are
perceived just as competent
as their male counterparts and
score statistically significantly
higher than men on the
vast majority of leadership
competencies measured.
- 2019 research by the Harvard
Business Review
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ARE
OUR VALUES
Our values reflect our commitment to the YWCA global movement.
Courage
We are dauntless, innovative and
resilient as we transform power
structures. As a proudly feminist
organisation, we challenge the
status quo to benefit everyone.
Equality
We value equality of opportunity,
outcomes and rights. We work with
communities to achieve social,
cultural, economic and political
participation.
Respect
We engage with fairness
and professionalism in our
organisation, with our members
and communities. We believe
that respectful relationships are
fundamental to achieving positive
social change.
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Inclusion
We embrace the diversity of
our communities and respect
differences in gender and gender
expression, culture, race, religion,
age, sexuality, abilities, political
beliefs, socioeconomic status
and lifestyles.
Reconciliation
We support the selfdetermination and agency of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander girls and women
and proactively work with
communities to achieve
reconciliation.
Responsibility
We are open, accountable and
manage resources and risks to
ensure the sustainability of the
organisation. We are forward
thinking and we value innovation
so that our work results in positive
outcomes for the communities
that we support.

SHE LEADS PROGRAM
The She Leads program is a leadership pathway for women and non-binary people who are
looking to explore and develop their leadership potential.
Through the She Leads program, the next generation of women leaders from all sectors
and industries are being equipped with the skills and confidence they need to further their
potential.
The She Leads suite includes the She Leads Diploma of Leadership and Management,
the She Leads Conference, the She Leads In-Conversation Series, the She Leads College
Conference (for girls in years 11 and 12), the She Leads High Conference (for girls in years 9 and
10), and the She Leads Workshops.

SHE LEADS WORKSHOPS
She Leads Workshops develop women’s
skills and confidence to take on leadership
roles within their community and promote
our goal of women influencing, leading and
deciding.
Tailored to the needs of women and nonbinary people, these evening workshops are
run throughout the year by distinguished
women and non-binary leaders.
These skills-based sessions address the
under-representation of women and nonbinary people in leadership roles, by building
the capacity and confidence of women who
strive to contribute to community leadership,
especially through board and committee
membership.
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Our next She Leads Workshop is Building
confidence in public speaking with
Catherine Mcgrath on Tuesday, 24 August.
Esteemed media figure, businesswoman,
and speaking coach, Catherine’s workshop
will help boost both confidence and skill
in public speaking. The session will help
you understand why speaking can make
you anxious and how nerves can be
counteracted. You will also learn the skills
needed to structure, write, and deliver a
speech.

Upcoming She Leads events

Public speaking is an essential skill in many areas of work,
study, advocacy and business. From one-on-one interviews to
presenting to an entire room of people, speaking clearly and
with confidence can clarify your intentions and leadership goals.
But for many of us, speaking in public can be stressful!
On 24 August, join esteemed media figure, businesswoman and
speaking coach, Catherine McGrath as she presents our fourth
She Leads workshop on ‘Building Confidence in Public Speaking’
This workshop will boost your confidence and skill in public
speaking. Catherine will will help you understand why speaking
can make you anxious and how to counteract nerves.
You will also learn the skills needed to structure, write, and
deliver a speech.
Tickets for this workshop usually sell out quickly, so
book yours today!
CLICK HERE TO VISIT EVENT PAGE
HUMAN
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Is it time to take the next step in your leadership journey?
YWCA Canberra’s She Leads Diploma of Leadership and
Management is at the cutting-edge of women’s leadership
development. It builds upon a traditional Diploma of Leadership
and Management (BSB50420) by acknowledging and addressing
the perspectives, challenges and opportunities for women and
non-binary people in leadership.
Our next intake starts on 31 August.
Find out more at our free She Leads Diploma information session
on 29 July 2021.
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER
She Leads In-Conversation
In the latest instalment of our In-Conversation series, hear from
author, poet, social commentator and proud Wiradjuri women
Anita Heiss as she discusses empowerment through education on
21 September.
This will be followed by a Q&A session and networking.
More information coming soon.
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BEINGS

Bystander approaches
at workplaces
Leading the change through
acting to reduce violence
against women
YWCA Canberra’s Active Bystander Intervention workshops invite workplaces to play a
leadership role in preventing violence against women.
Our evidence-based, interactive three-and-a-half-hour workshop explores the link
between gender inequality and violence against women. Upon completion, participants
will be empowered with practical tools and strategies to create safer and more
respectful workplaces and communities.

Active bystander approaches
• Active bystander approaches are positive ways people can intervene in violence,
harassment or other anti-social behaviour to prevent and reduce harm to others.
• Research shows that bystander approaches are an effective way of preventing
violence against women.
• Having employees skilled as active bystanders also helps address destructive
workplace behaviours, including workplace bullying.
• Employing active bystander approaches can prevent the development of a hostile
work environment where sexual harassment at work takes place.

Our three-and-a-half-hour workshop covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

gender inequality and violence against women
gendered drivers of violence against women
the role of bystander approaches in the workplace
active bystander skills and how to apply them
gender equality in the workplace
building a workplace culture of equality and respect.

Find out more about the workshops and book for your workplace by emailing
respect@ywca-canberra.org.au
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www.ywca-canberra.org.au
#SheLeads2021
@SheLeads

@YWCACanberra

@YWCACanberra
@YWCACanberra
ywca-of-canberra

FIND THE HIDDEN QUOTE - SOLUTION:

“Feminism is the radical notion that women are human beings.”
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